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Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT) is one of the fastest
emerging networking paradigms enabling a large number of
applications for the benefit of mankind. Advancements in em-
bedded system technology and compressed IPv6 have enabled the
support of IP stack in resource constrained heterogeneous smart
devices. However, global connectivity and resource constrained
characteristics of smart devices have exposed them to different
insider and outsider attacks, which put users’ security and
privacy at risk. Various risks associated with IoT slow down its
growth and become an obstruction in the worldwide adoption of
its applications. In RFC 6550, the IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low
Power and Lossy Network (RPL) is specified by IETF’s ROLL
working group for facilitating efficient routing in 6LoWPAN
networks, while considering its limitations. Due to resource
constrained nature of nodes in the IoT, RPL is vulnerable to
many attacks that consume the node’s resources and degrade
the network’s performance. In this paper, we present a study on
various attacks and their existing defense solutions, particularly
to RPL. Open research issues, challenges, and future directions
specific to RPL security are also discussed. A taxonomy of
RPL attacks, considering the essential attributes like resources,
topology, and traffic, is shown for better understanding. In
addition, a study of existing cross-layered and RPL specific
network layer based defense solutions suggested in the literature
is also carried out.

Index Terms—Internet of Things, RPL, 6LoWPAN, LLN,
Network Security.

I. INTRODUCTION

INTERNET of Things[1] is realized by a large scale

deployment of Low power and Lossy Networks (LLNs)

which are characterized by communication links that have

high packet loss and low throughput [2], [3]. LLNs restrict the

use of traditional computers and communication technologies

due to their strict resource constraints. Also, these networks

use resource constrained devices (nodes) that operate on low

power, require less energy, have small on-board memory, and

low computational capabilities [4]. Moreover, characteristics

like resource constraints, high packet loss, and low network

throughput make state-of-the-art routing protocols like Adhoc

On-Demand Distance Vector, Dynamic Source Routing, and

Open Shortest Path First unsuitable for LLNs [5], [6]. To

handle this issue, a set of standardized protocols has been

developed [7], [8]. These protocols include IEEE 802.15.4

PHY/MAC for Physical and Data link layer, IPv6 over Low

Power Wireless Personal Area Networks protocol (6LoWPAN)

for Adaptation layer, Routing Protocol for Low-Power and
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Lossy Networks protocol (RPL) for Network layer, and Con-

strained Application Protocol (CoAP) for Application layer.

In transport, layer the standard User Datagram Protocol [9]

is used. RPL has been standardized in 2012 as RFC 6550

by Routing Over Low power and Lossy networks (ROLL)

working group of Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [3].

RPL has been standardized as a network layer protocol

for LLNs [10]. It is recommended for facilitating efficient

routing in LLNs like 6LoWPAN [11]. RPL has gained much

popularity in the industry as well as in academia. The reason

is its capability to provide efficient routing among resource

constrained smart IP enabled IoT nodes, flexibility in adapting

to different network topologies, and Quality of service (QoS)

support [8], [12]–[14]. RPL constructs a Destination Oriented

Directed Acyclic Graph (DODAG) from the physical network

topology, in which a gateway node is set as a root (destination)

of DODAG. All other nodes perform sensing and data routing.

RPL uses low energy consuming mechanisms to support

self-organization and self-healing for handling frequent node

failures [15]. It consumes very few resources while providing

efficient routing of IPv6 packets. These capabilities of RPL fa-

vor its usage in IoT applications that run on LLN infrastructure

[16]. In Section III, a detailed description of RPL is presented.

RPL protocol based networks inherit vulnerabilities from its

core technologies like IPv6 and Wireless Sensor Networks

(WSN). Also, Self-organization, self-healing, open nature,

and resource constrained characteristics of RPL expose it to

various threats that target it for compromising users’ security

and privacy [17]. Also, RPL is exposed to external threats from

the Internet [18], [19]. Traditional cryptography based security

solutions are not suitable for securing RPL based networks

(e.g., LLNs). This is because the effectiveness of traditional

cryptography based security solutions (e.g. symmetric and

asymmetric) relies on the secure distribution of keys. The

resource constrained nature of LLNs pose many challenges to

key management [20], [21]. Also, if a single legitimate node

is compromised, an attacker may gain access to a large pool

of pre-loaded keys [22]. This means, once pre-loaded keys are

compromised, all network nodes are also compromised. The

challenges related to secure key establishment, storage, distri-

bution, revocation, and replacement in LLNs make traditional

cryptography based security solutions unsuitable for LLNs

[23]. The limitations of LLNs pose a severe threat to RPL

security. RPL is vulnerable to various routing attacks, which

can be broadly classified into two categories, i.e., attacks

inherited from WSN, and RPL specific attacks. The cryptog-

raphy based security mechanisms can only prevent RPL from

external attacks (i.e., attack performed using a node which

http://arxiv.org/abs/2303.00265v1
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is not a part of the existing network) [24], [25]. Traditional

security mechanisms are also incapable of detecting insider

attacks (i.e., attack performed on the devices that are already

part of the existing network), which are performed by the

compromised nodes of the network [26]. Thus, from RPL’s

security point of view, it is crucial to explore the possibilities

of developing energy efficient security solutions.

A. Related surveys

In the literature, some research works particular to RPL, and

IoT security are present. Airehrour et al. [27] surveyed various

attacks and defense mechanisms specific to RPL. Their study

primarily focused on the utilization of trust based defense

methods in RPL security. Most of the defense mechanisms,

they discussed are used in WSN security and cannot be directly

applied to IoT networks. Alaba et al. [28] presented a detailed

review of IoT security issues. However, they did not focus on

the RPL protocol. A detailed survey on protocols available for

facilitating secure communications in IoT is done by Granjal

et al. [12]. The authors discussed research challenges for dif-

ferent protocols, including RPL. However, they did not discuss

attacks and defense mechanisms specific to RPL. Wallgren et

al. [29] did a detailed study on RPL security by implementing

some routing attacks and analyzing the network’s performance.

Also, they suggested the possible mitigation methods of such

attacks. However, they only considered WSN based attacks.

Mayzaud et al. [30] provided a survey on RPL based attacks

and their countermeasures. They proposed a detailed taxonomy

of attacks. However, their study did not include the latest

proposed attacks and defense solutions. Moreover, the authors

did not propose any taxonomy of defense solutions. Pongle

et al. [31] performed a short study on attacks against RPL

and 6LoWPAN layer. The authors only provided a short

description of defense solutions and did not propose any

suitable taxonomy of attacks and defense solutions specific to

RPL. In our opinion, all the mentioned surveys lack effective

future research directions and recent proposals. Moreover,

these surveys have neglected cross-layered security solutions,

which can be utilized for securing RPL as well. The key

points that lacked in the previous literature are addressed in our

study. The existing surveys related to RPL protocol security

are summarized in Table I.

B. Motivation and contributions

With an increase in the number of resource constrained

devices (LLNs nodes) and their integration with the Internet

has led to severe cybersecurity risks. These risks involve users’

security and privacy getting exposed to various threats. Critical

applications like healthcare and smart grid, when exposed to

such threats, may cause life-threatening incidents to the world

population. This motivated us to explore and perform an in-

depth analysis of various security issues and their available

solutions specific to the RPL protocol. Since RPL is one of

the most popular routing protocols for resource constrained

networks hence its security aspect must be studied carefully.

In this research paper, we present a comprehensive study of

different attacks specific to RPL protocol and their defense

solutions suggested in the literature. Our objectives include:

(1) to propose a taxonomy for classifying different attacks

and defense solutions specific to RPL protocol, (2) to identify

open research issues, and state-of-the-art challenges related to

RPL based IoT network security. The main contributions of

this paper are summarized below:

• We provide a comprehensive overview of RPL protocol

while focusing on its security issues.

• We present an extensive survey on RPL specific attacks

and their countermeasures present in the recent literature.

• We represent the RPL security solutions into two broad

categories (i.e., Secure Protocol and Intrusion Detection

System) and compare their performance based on differ-

ent evaluation metrics.

• We discuss cross-layered security solutions present in the

literature, which can be used to leverage RPL security.

• We provide open issues, research challenges, future re-

search directions, and potential areas for future research

to promote the contribution of state-of-the-art defense

solutions.

Security of RPL based 6LoWPAN Networks in the

Internet of Things: A Review

Section II. Overview of IoT

Architecture

Section III.Overview of RPL

protocol

Section IV. Attacks on RPL

protocol

Section V. Taxonomy of RPL

attack defense mechanisms

Section VI. Cross-layered security

solutions for RPL

Section VII. Open issues, research

challenges and future directions

Section VIII. Conclusion

A. Secure Protocol based

defense mechanisms

B. Intrusion Detection Systems

(IDS)

Section I. Introduction

A. Related surveys

B. Motivation and contributions

C. Organization of the survey

A. Potential Areas for Future

Research

Figure 1: Organization of the survey
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Table I: Comparison with related survey papers

Related survey Brief summary Topics Scope Common points

with our survey

Airehrour et al.

[27]
A survey on existing rout-
ing protocols and mech-
anisms to secure routing
communications in IoT

Security and energy consumption in IoT,
Routing protocols, Vulnerabilities to rout-
ing, Secure routing protocols, Trust in
secure routing

Vulnerabilities in RPL, WSN
based defense methods, research
challenges

Overview of RPL

Alaba et al. [28] A detailed discussion on
the IoT security scenario
and analysis of the possible
attacks

IoT overview, Classification of IoT,
Threats and vulnerabilities, IoT security
taxonomy, Possible attacks on IoT

State-of-the-art security threats
and vulnerabilities, future direc-
tions

IoT architecture

Granjal et al. [12] A detailed survey on proto-
cols available for facilitat-
ing secure communications
in IoT

IoT communication protocols, Security
requirements of IoT, Security of various
layers (Physical (PHY), MAC, network,
application layers), Security for routing

IoT communication protocols
and their security issues, proto-
col specific research challenges

Overview of RPL

Wallgren et al.

[29]
A detailed study on RPL
security by implementing
and analyzing various rout-
ing attacks

IoT technologies and IDS, IoT proto-
cols overview, Attacks against RPL (in-
herited from WSN), IDS and the IoT
(lightweight heartbeat protocol)

Theoretical impact analysis of
attacks inherited from WSN, de-
fense mechanism to detect selec-
tive forwarding attack.

Overview of RPL,
Attacks against
RPL (inherited
from WSN)

Mayzaud et al.

[30]
A survey on RPL based at-
tacks and their countermea-
sures

·RPL concepts and security concerns, At-
tacks against RPL protocol, Exploitation
for risk management

Attacks against RPL protocol,
risk management for RPL secu-
rity

RPL overview and
attacks

Pongle et al. [31] A short study on attacks
against RPL and 6LoW-
PAN layer

Overview of RPL and 6LoWPAN, At-
tacks on RPL topology, IoT and IDS,
Attacks on 6LoPWAN layer

RPL and 6LoWPAN adaptation
layer security

Overview of RPL,
Attacks on RPL
topology

Verma et al. (Our
survey)

A detailed survey on secu-
rity of RPL based 6LoW-
PAN Networks

IoT architectures, Overview of RPL, RPL
specific attacks, Taxonomy of RPL attack
defense mechanisms, Secure protocol ap-
proaches, IDS, Cross-layered security so-
lutions

RPL specific attacks and their
countermeasures , research chal-
lenges, future directions

-

C. Organization of the survey

The rest of this paper is consequently organized as follows.

Section II describes the overview of IoT architectures. Section

III presents a brief overview of the RPL protocol. Section IV

presents a taxonomy of attacks specific to the RPL protocol.

In Section V, the proposed taxonomy related to different

defense solutions against RPL attacks present in the literature

is discussed. In Section VI, cross-layered security solutions

specific to RPL protocol security are discussed. Open issues,

research challenges, and future directions are addressed in

Section VII. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section VIII.

The list of abbreviations and definitions used throughout the

paper are presented in Table II. The organization of the survey

is illustrated in Fig. 1.

II. OVERVIEW OF IOT ARCHITECTURE

Various architectures applicable to IoT have been proposed

in the literature. Most popular architectures include mid-

dleware based, service-oriented based, three-layer and five-

layer based [32]. Any standard IoT architecture is not yet

recognized in the literature. However, the most commonly

referred IoT architecture is three-layer-based architecture [33],

which is shown in Fig. 2. It gains popularity because of

simple nature and abstract representation of IoT that makes

the implementation of applications easier. It comprises three

layers, namely perception, network, and application. These

layers are highlighted below.

1) Perception Layer: The perception layer is the lowest

layer in three-layer IoT architecture. The main purpose of the

perception layer is to collect data from the physical environ-

ment (temperature, pressure, humidity, etc.) of IoT devices.

The process of perception is supported by prominent sensing

h�p://www.meruspower.�/es/applica�ons/

Application Layer

Network Layer

Perception Layer

RFIDSensor Camera

Wired/Wireless Networks

Internet
2G,3G,4G, 5G 

etc.

WLAN,WPAN, 

LoWPAN etc.

Smart Home  Smart Farming  Smart Grid

Gateway

Middleware

Figure 2: Three-layer architecture of IoT

technology like WSN. Besides, this layer is responsible for

converting analog input to digital form and making sensed

data suitable for transmission.

2) Network Layer: The network layer is dedicated to

the processing of sensed data and performing secure data

transmission between the perception and application layer. It

uses various wired and wireless networking technologies like

WLAN, WPAN, LoWPAN, and GSM. It integrates various
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Table II: List of Abbreviations

Abbreviation Stands For
IoT Internet of Things
IP Internet Protocol
IPv6 Internet Protocol version 6
RPL IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low Power and Lossy Network
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force
ROLL Routing Over Low power and Lossy Networks
6LoWPAN IPv6 over Low Power Wireless Personal Area Networks
LLNs Low power and Lossy Networks
CoAP Constrained Application Protocol
UDP User Datagram Protocol
QoS Quality of Service
DODAG Destination Oriented Directed Acyclic Graph
WSN Wireless Sensor Networks
ML Machine Learning
WLAN Wireless Local Area Network
WPAN Wireless Personal Area Networks
LoWPAN Low-Power Wireless Personal Area Networks
GSM Global System for Mobile Communications
NFC Near-field communication
LTE Long-Term Evolution
OF Objective Function
ETX Expected Transmission Count
MRHOF Minimum Rank with Hysteresis Objective Function
OF0 Objective Function Zero
OF-EC OF based on combined metrics using Fuzzy Logic
DIO DODAG Information Object
DIS DODAG Information Solicitation
DAO Destination Advertisement Object
DAO-ACK Destination Advertisement Object Acknowledgment
DoS Denial-of-Service
PDR Packet Delivery Ratio
6BR 6LoWPAN Border Router
IDS Intrusion Detection System
VERA Version Number and Rank Authentication
TRAIL Trust Anchor Interconnection Loop
SRPL Secure-RPL
TCA Trusted Computing Architecture
TPM Trusted Platform Module
MRTS Metric based RPL Trustworthiness Scheme
ERNT Extended RPL Node Trustworthiness
TIDS Trust based Security System
TOF Trust Objective Function
TRU Trust Information
AT Adaptive Threshold
DT Dynamic Threshold
FAM Frequency Agility Manager
LR Logistic Regression
MLP Multi-layer Perceptron
NB Naive Bayes
RF Random Forest
SVM Support Vector Machine
SOMIDS Self Organizing Map Intrusion Detection System
SOM Self Organizing Map
RSSI Received Signal Strength Indicator
TN True Negative
FP False Positive
FN False Negative
TPR True Positive Rate
FPR False Positive Rate
SPRT Sequential Probability Ratio Test
InDRes Intrusion detection and response system for IoT
FSM Finite State Machine
EFSM Extended Finite State Machine
SBIDS Sink-based Intrusion Detection System
NCR Node’s current rank
NPR Node’s parent rank
NPVR Node’s previous rank
RIDES Robust Intrusion Detection System
CUSUM Cumulative Sum Control charts
OPFC Unsupervised Optimum-Path Forest Clustering
NAC Network Access Control
ETA Encrypted Traffic Analytics
6TiSCH IPv6 over the TSCH mode of IEEE 802.15.4e
TSCH Time-Slotted Channel Hopping

transmission technologies like NFC, LTE, and Bluetooth. It

promises unique addressing and routing of sensed data from a

large number of devices, which are a part of the IoT network.

6LoWPAN is standardized for achieving unique addressing

through IPv6 networking.

3) Application Layer: The main purpose of the application

layer is to provide personalized services or interface (front

end) to the IoT application users. It uses processed data from

the network layer and delivers it as per the user’s need. It fills

the gap between users and IoT applications. The application

layer provides tools to the application developers in order

to realize IoT insights. It specifies various applications in

which IoT can be exploited, e.g., smart homes, smart power

grid, industrial monitoring, surveillance systems, healthcare

monitoring, and logistics management [32], [34], [35]

Cloud Layer (Smart Application)

Fog Layer (Fog Node)

Edge Layer (Edge Gateway)

Physical Layer (Edge Devices)

Figure 3: Fog computing based four-layer IoT architecture

Currently, IoT devices generate a large volume of data that

needs to be processed at cloud servers for various purposes

like business insights and security monitoring. However, the

rate at which data is generated by IoT devices, requires

good bandwidth connections for data transmission to the

cloud servers. The limited bandwidth connections cause a

significant delay in data transmission and processing, which

affects the overall performance of smart applications. Three-

Layer based architecture is not capable enough to solve such

issues [32]. To address these issues, Edge and Fog computing

paradigms [36] are emerged as possible solutions and are being

used nowadays. The four-layered Fog computing based IoT

architecture is shown in Fig. 3. The physical layer includes

IoT devices or edge devices which sense and send data to edge

gateways. The edge layer consists of edge gateways (border

routers), which either perform real-time data preprocessing

at source/on-premises or forward the received data to the

fog node. The fog layer consists of powerful servers that

collect data from edge gateways and perform the task of data

preprocessing, and transmission to the cloud servers. At the

cloud layer, smart applications are deployed, which perform

critical tasks like business insights and security monitoring.

Fog nodes can process and act on a large volume of data,

reduce bandwidth and latency, and can perform security mon-

itoring. Whereas edge nodes can apply local security policies

and make real-time decisions locally to control and monitor

many IoT devices at a time. With fog and edge layer, the

security of IoT application and involved protocols can be

improved significantly [37]–[39].
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III. OVERVIEW OF RPL PROTOCOL

RPL is IPv6 based Distance Vector and Source Routing

protocol that specifies how to build a DODAG using a

Objective Function (OF), set of metrics and constraints. In

RPL, the IoT devices are interconnected using mesh and tree

topology in order to build a DODAG graph starting from a

root (sink or gateway) node that acts as an interface between

LLN nodes and the Internet. A network may contain more than

one DODAG, which collectively form an RPL Instance. In a

network, more than one RPL Instance can run in parallel, and

every RPL Instance is identified by a unique RPLInstanceID.

An RPL node can belong to only one DODAG of every RPL

Instance running in the network. Each node in DODAG is

assigned a rank (16-bit value), which represents “the node’s

individual position relative to other nodes with respect to a

DODAG root” [3]. The rank stringently increases in DODAG’s

downward direction (root to leaves) and decreases in the

upward direction (leaf nodes to root). The rank concept is

used: (1) to detect and avoid routing loops, (2) to build parent-

child relationship, (3) to provide a mechanism for nodes to

differentiate between parent and siblings, and (4) to enable

nodes to store a list of preferred parents and siblings which

can be used in case a node loses its link with the parent

node. DODAG is built during the network topology setup

phase, where each node uses RPL control messages to find

the optimal set of parents towards the root and link itself

with the preferred parent, i.e., parent on the most optimal

path. The selection of preferred parent is based on a OF that

defines how to compute a rank based on routing metrics while

considering routing constraints and optimization objectives.

RPL may use different OF [40] which includes ETX Objec-

tive function [41], Minimum Rank with Hysteresis Objective

Function (MRHOF) [42], Objective Function Zero (OF0) [43],

and objective function based on combined metrics using fuzzy

logic (OF-EC) [44]. RPL control messages include DODAG

Information Object (DIO), DODAG Information Solicitation

(DIS), Destination Advertisement Object (DAO), and Desti-

nation Advertisement Object Acknowledgment (DAO-ACK).

RPL uses an adaptive timer mechanism called as “Trickle

timer” in order to limit the control traffic in the network [45].

IV. ATTACKS ON RPL PROTOCOL

RPL protocol is susceptible to a wide range of insider

and outsider attacks. These attacks are difficult to detect and

mitigate because of the vulnerable nature of nodes and wireless

network, easily tamperable nature of nodes, mobility of nodes,

and resource constraints. Many authors have proposed various

security mechanisms specific to RPL, which include control

message encryption and security modes [46]. However, most

of the RPL implementations do not consider the security

measures due to incomplete specification of mechanisms, and

implementation overheads [47]. These security mechanisms

are effective in defending against outsider attacks. However,

they fail in case of insider attacks. An insider attacker may

bypass the applied RPL security mechanisms and disrupt

network functionality. A taxonomy of attacks, is shown in Fig.

4, where attacks are classified on the basis of their primary

target. We have extended the taxonomy presented in [30]

by adding recently proposed attacks, and categorizing some

similar kind of attacks for better understanding. RPL control

messages can be illegitimately manipulated to disrupt routing

operations. Similarly, fault tolerance mechanisms can be ex-

ploited to target network resources by performing a Denial of

Services attack (DoS). In this section, attacks specific to the

RPL protocol are listed and briefly discussed.

Rank attacks: The rank field or rules can be exploited

for performing various rank based attacks [48]. In RPL,

there is no specific mechanism to monitor the integrity of

control messages and routing metric values received from the

parent node. In fact, a child node receives all the routing

information through control messages without verifying its

parent trustworthiness. Thus, if the parent node is malicious,

the child node still believes that all the information coming

from its parent is genuine. Hence, this condition may lead to

the formation of unoptimized routes and show poor network

performance. An attacker node performs the Rank attack by

illegitimately changing its rank value, thus, attracting neighbor

nodes to select it as their parent, assuming that the malicious

node leads to the root node in the shortest path cost. Different

variants of Rank attack have been proposed in the literature

by the researchers, which include increased rank, decreased

rank, worst parent attacks.

Neighbor or replay attack: In neighbor attack [49], an

attacker node duplicates and multicast all DIO messages

received from its parent. In such a case, all the neighbor

nodes which receive replayed DIO messages may think that

the message is received from a new neighbor. Further, if the

replayed DIO message contains favorable routing information

like rank, the victim neighbor node may add out of range

node as its preferred parent. Another variant of this attack

is proposed in [30] and termed as DIO replay attack. In this

variant, an attacker nodes multicast the outdated DIO messages

containing old routing information. This attack forces a victim

node to follow the stale and unoptimized paths.

DAO attacks: An adversary can exploit the storing mode

of the RPL protocol. It can manipulate the DAO messages to

perform DAO related attacks. These types of attacks include

DAO inconsistency and routing table falsification. Both of

these are highlighted below.

DAO inconsistency: RPL uses some flags which are carried

out in IPv6 hop-by-hop option to manage important topo-

logical mechanisms. Down ‘O’ flag represents the expected

direction of packet, Rank-Error ‘R’ flag indicates rank error

in topology, and Forwarding-Error ‘F’ flag represents that the

node is not capable of forwarding packet to the set destination

[3]. DAO inconsistency is reported by a node when its child

node is unable to forward the data to a specified destination,

due to unavailability of a route that is learned from fake DAO

message (DAO with fake routing information) during topology

creation. The attacker exploits this mechanism to perform an

attack by setting ‘F’ flag to 1 in the packets and sending it back

to its parent. This forces the parent node to discard legitimate

available downward routes. DAO inconsistency attack leads

to an increase in end-to-end delay, unoptimized topology, and

isolation of nodes.
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Attacks on RPL

protocol

R������	
 Topology Traffic

Indirect Sub optimization Isolation Eavesdropping Impersonation

DIS flooding

DIO flooding

Routing table falsification

Sinkhole

Wormhole

Worst Parent

Neighbour or replay attack

Blackhole

DAO inconsistency

Increased rank attack

DAG inconsistency

Version number attack

Direct

HELLO flooding

Selective forwarding
Routing choice intrusion

DIO suppression

ETX manipulation

Sniffing

Traffic  

Analysis

Clone ID

Sybil

Identity AttackDecreased  

rank attack

Local repair attack

Figure 4: Detailed taxonomy of attacks specific to RPL protocol

Routing table falsification: Mayzaud et al. [30] proposed

a methodology to perform the attacks that lead the nodes to

learn fake routes which do not exist. Such attacks can create

unoptimized topology due to increased end-to-end packet

delay and decreased packet delivery ratio (PDR). An attacker

may perform the attack by forging the routing information

contained in DAO messages, which forces the legitimate nodes

to build false downward routes, i.e., non-existing routes. Thus,

when legitimate nodes try to forward the data to non-existing

nodes, this situation leads to DAO inconsistency, unnecessary

packet delay, and increased control overhead. In a variant

of routing table falsification attack termed as routing table

overload, the attacker forges a DAO message with false routing

information and sends it to the parent node. It leads to the

victim node’s routing table buffer getting full. Thus, further

creation of legitimate optimized routes is entirely blocked.

Routing choice intrusion: Zhang et al. [50] proposed a new

internal routing attack known as Routing choice intrusion.

The main idea is to learn the current routing conditions used

by the nodes for choosing optimal paths. Then capturing the

DIO messages, and later multicast the forged DIO messages

by its legitimate identity. This attack requires a node to be

reprogrammed in such a manner that it ignores the internal

misbehavior detection and operates normally, thus, makes it

hard to be detected. This attack may involve one or more

compromised nodes. Routing choice intrusion attack leads

to an increase in end-to-end delay, routing loops, energy

consumption, and creation of unoptimized paths.

DIS attack: In DIS attack, an attacker node periodically

sends DIS messages to neighbors within its transmission range.

In return, the victim node resets its trickle timer and replies

with DIO messages (RPL specific mechanism for allowing

new nodes to join DODAG) [51], [52]. This attack can be

performed either by sending unicast DIS messages to a single

node or by multicasting DIS messages in order to target

multiple nodes at a time. DIS attacks can be termed as

flooding attack as it involves the flooding of DIS messages

in the network [30]. It leads to an increase in control packet

overhead, node energy exhaustion, and routing disruption.

Version number attack: In RPL, only border router (6BR)

is responsible for initiating the propagation and updation

(increase) of version number [3]. Whenever a border router or

gateway (6BR) needs to rebuild the whole DODAG, it initiates

a global repair process by incrementing the version number

value present in the version number field of DIO message

and sends it to child nodes. Upon receiving a DIO with a

different version number than it has, the child node starts

the process for updating its routing state (preferred parent,

preferred parent, and links) by resetting its trickle timer. This

process iterates until all the nodes update their routing state.

RPL defines no mechanism to prevent nodes (other than 6BR)

from illegitimate modification of version number [53]–[55].

Hence, an attacker can modify the version number field of the

DIO message and forwards it to the neighbors. This leads to

the unnecessary rebuilding of complete DODAG. It results in

an increase in control packet overhead, end-to-end delay, rank

inconsistencies, routing loops, and energy consumption.

Local repair attack: In RPL, a local repair mechanism is

triggered by a node after it loses the link with its preferred

parent [3]. A node can initiate a local repair mechanism either

by changing the value in the DODAG ID field of DIO or

by updating its rank to infinite and multicast the DIO to

all its neighbors. Both the methods force neighbor nodes to

search for a new preferred parent. Local repair enables an

RPL network to converge once again in minimum time. This

mechanism is supposed to be called only when a node does

not have any connection with its parent. However, an attacker

may deliberately use both the methods to trigger unnecessary

local repairs even if it is still connected to its parent [56]–[58].

This is possible because RPL does not define any method that

can be used by a node to verify the authenticity of local repair

initiated by their neighbor nodes [23]. Wherever a local repair

is triggered, the network topology is forced to be restructured.

This leads to an increase in energy consumption of victim

nodes as well as disruption of the routing process.

DODAG inconsistency: RPL specifies the data path valida-

tion method to detect and repair rank related inconsistencies

(loops) in DODAG. RPL uses different flags of RPL IPv6
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header options of multi-hop data packets [59] for tracking

inconsistencies (routing loops) in the network. As per [3],

DODAG is inconsistent if the direction flag of the data packet

represented by the ‘O’ does not follow the strict rank relation

with the node that has sent/forwarded the packet. When such

a situation is encountered, the ‘R’ flag is used to perform

topology repair, i.e., ‘R’ flag is set to 1 by the node which

encountered forwarding error, and the packet is forwarded.

Further, when another node receives a packet with ‘R’ flag

set (detects inconsistency), it discards the packet and resets

its trickle timer to perform local repair [45]. An attacker

can exploit these flags to perform various attacks that are

collectively termed as a DODAG inconsistency attack, which

includes Direct and Forced blackhole attack [60], [61].

DIO suppression: In [62], a novel attack against RPL pro-

tocol was proposed and termed as a DIO suppression attack.

The idea behind this attack is to suppress the transmission

of fresh DIO control messages required by the IoT nodes for

exploring new optimized routing paths and removal of stale

paths. This leads to the creation of unoptimized routes, which

further leads to a partition problem in the network. An attacker

only needs to sniff DIO message from any legitimate node and

then, multicast that message for at least k times (suppression

threshold) periodically. This makes victim node believe that

the consistent DIOs [45] are received from its parent node

irrespective of any legitimate change in network’s current state.

Thus, there won’t be any change in victim’s current state, i.e.,

preferred parent set, parent, and relative distance from the root.

In Fig. 5, Imin represents the starting time period set by trickle

algorithm, which is doubled every time k consistent DIO’s are

received. Imin is initiated again when DIO’s less than k are

received or when any inconsistent DIO is received.

Imin 2*Imin 4*Imin 8*Imin

Time (t)

Inconsistent DIO received

4
thperiod

2
nd 3

rd

1
st

consistent DIOs  

DIO suppression

DIO  DIO  

Figure 5: DIO suppression with suppression threshold (k =

5)[62]

ETX manipulation: In RPL, the Expected transmission count

(ETX) objective function uses the ETX parameter as a metric

for selecting the optimal routing path between two nodes. RPL

follows a simple thumb rule, i.e., the ETX value of any parent

node must be lower than that of a child node. This rule must be

followed throughout the network. An attacker exploits this rule

by deliberately manipulating nodes ETX value in order to gain

a better position in the network [63]. This allows the attacker

to attract a large part of network traffic and then launch other

attacks like Blackhole and Grayhole attacks.

Table III presents a classification of attacks based on their

type (insider or outsider), prerequisites, and their impact on

the network’s performance. RPL is also vulnerable to attacks

inherited from WSN. These attacks include HELLO flood or

DIO flood, Sinkhole, Wormhole [64], Blackhole, Selective

forwarding, Sybil, Clone ID, etc. These attacks disrupt the

network’s performance drastically, which decreases the net-

work’s lifetime. Since many surveys are already available in

the literature that present WSN based attacks hence we do not

discuss them in this paper [65], [66].

V. TAXONOMY OF RPL ATTACK DEFENSE MECHANISMS

In this section, different solutions proposed for the detection

and mitigation of RPL attacks are discussed. The solutions

present in the literature are divided into two categories: Se-

cure Protocol and Intrusion Detection System (IDS). Secure

Protocol based solutions refer to defense mechanisms that

are incorporated in the RPL protocol itself, thus, making it

secure against various attacks. These mechanisms are further

categorized into Cryptography, Trust, and Threshold based

solutions. Cryptography mechanisms make the use of tradi-

tional cryptography methods to provide security and defense

against various attacks, whereas trust based mechanisms in-

volve computation of trustworthiness of nodes for facilitating

routing decisions. Threshold based defense solutions exploit

the inbuilt feature of RPL and provide an enhancement in order

to decide the way trickle timer is reset. These mechanisms are

embedded into RPL protocol, making it more robust in terms

of defensive behavior while maintaining desirable network

performance. Traditional IDS solutions cannot be directly

applied to IoT [90]. It is because of resource constrained

nodes used in the network, different network topologies, and

IP based connectivity, which makes traditional IDS solutions

infeasible. This demands for lightweight IDS solutions in

terms of computational, communication, memory and energy

overhead. In particular to RPL protocol, IDS refers to the

second line of defense, which is responsible for the detection

of anomalies in RPL operation. These defense solutions can

be further classified into Signature, Anomaly, Specification,

and Hybrid.

In this section, a brief review of security solutions available

in the literature for detecting various attacks in IoT (i.e.,

typically DoS and RPL based attacks) is presented. Fig. 6

shows the taxonomy of various defense solutions, in particular

to the RPL protocol.

A. Secure Protocol Based Defense Mechanisms

This section presents various secure protocol based defense

solutions for defending the RPL protocol against routing

attacks.

1) Cryptography Based Solutions:

Version Number and Rank Authentication (VeRA): In [53],

a security scheme called VeRA is proposed. The proposed

scheme provides defense solutions against attacks related to

illegitimate version number and rank change. The key idea

is to use hash chains for authenticating those nodes whose

rank or version number is changed. VeRa incorporates an

authentication mechanism based on hash operations having

small time complexity. The main drawback of VeRA is that it

can be bypassed using rank forgery and replay attacks.
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Table III: Classification of attacks on RPL and their impact on network’s performance

Attack Type Prerequisites Description Impact on network performance

Rank Insider - Rank field and strict rank rules are exploited. Generates routing loops. Increases end-to-end de-
lay, PDR, control packet overhead, congestion,
and energy consumption. Introduces unoptimized
routes.

Neighbor /re-
play

Insider - Attacker node eavesdrops the DIO messages of le-
gitimate neighbors and later send it to its neighbors

Increases packet loss (low PDR), disrupted routes,
network congestion, and unwanted interference.

DAO
inconsistency

Insider Storing
mode,
Option
Header

DAO loop recovery mechanism is exploited by the
attacker.

Increases end-to-end delay. Leads to unoptimized
topology and isolation of nodes.

Routing table
falsification

Insider Storing
mode,
Option
Header

Attacker overloads the routing table of legitimate
nodes with false routing information.

Routing table buffer of victim nodes gets filled,
which further blocks the building of legitimate
optimized routes.

Routing
choice
intrusion

Insider - Attacker node learns the current routing rules.
Then, it captures real DIO messages and multicast
the forged DIO messages.

Increases end-to-end delay and energy consump-
tion. Generates routing loops and introduces unop-
timized paths.

DIS Insider
/Outsider

- Legitimate nodes are flooded with DIS messages,
which forces them to reset their trickle timer and
reply with new DIO messages.

Increases control packet overhead and energy con-
sumption, and causes routing disruption.

Version num-
ber

Insider - Attacker node deliberately increments the version
number, which triggers global repair of the net-
work.

Increases control packet overhead, end-to-end de-
lay, and energy consumption. Introduces rank in-
consistencies and routing loops.

Local repair Insider - Local repair mechanism is exploited, i.e., by chang-
ing the rank value to infinite or changing DODAG
ID value to trigger unnecessary local repairs.

Disrupts the routing process and increases energy
consumption.

Direct
DODAG
inconsistency

Insider
/Outsider

Option
Header

Local repair mechanism is exploited, i.e., attacker
multicast the packets after setting ‘O’ and ‘R’ flags.

Traffic congestion. Increases packet loss ratio, con-
trol packet overhead and energy consumption.

Forced black-
hole

Insider Option
Header

Attacker node sets ‘O’ and ‘R’ flags of received
data packets and forwards them to its neighbors.

Increases control packet overhead and energy con-
sumption. Decreases PDR.

DIO suppres-
sion

Insider
/Outsider

- Previously eavesdropped DIO messages are sent,
which leads to suppression of new DIO transmis-
sion.

Introduces unoptimized routing paths, which leads
to network partition.

ETX manipu-
lation

Insider ETX objec-
tive function

Manipulation of ETX value in order to gain a better
position in the network and attract network traffic.

Introduces unoptimized routing paths.

HELLO/DIO
flood

Insider
/Outsider

- DIO messages with favorable routing metrics are
multicast with strong signal strength.

Leads to network congestion and saturation of
RPL nodes. Increases packet loss ratio and control
packet overhead.

Sinkhole Insider - Malicious node decreases its rank in order to
become the preferred parent of its neighbors.

Degrades the overall network performance due to
unoptimized routes.

Blackhole Insider - Malicious node drops all the packets it receives
from its children nodes.

Decreases PDR, increases end-to-end delay, unsta-
bilizes topology.

Selective
forward-
ing/grayhole

Insider - Malicious node selectively drops packets, i.e., for-
wards control packets and drops data packets.

Negatively affects topology construction, which
leads to disrupted routing. Decreases PDR.

Wormhole Insider Minimum
two
malicious
nodes.

Two or more nodes create a high bandwidth tunnel
between them in order to transmit data in long
range.

Creates unoptimized paths.

Sybil Insider - Single node posses multiple logical identity. Overcomes voting schemes, compromises trans-
mission routes by taking control of network.

Clone ID Insider
/Outsider

- Single logical identity is copied to multiple nodes. Compromises transmission routes by taking control
of the network, eavesdrop on transmission links.

Jamming Outsider - Attacker transmit with high power radio signals to
introduce heavy interference.

Decreases PDR and increases energy consumption.

Sniffing Insider
/Outsider

- Network traffic is eavesdropped for obtaining rout-
ing information from packets.

Introduces privacy concerns.

Traffic analy-
sis

Insider
/Outsider

- Radio transmissions are eavesdropped to analyze
traffic patterns for obtaining routing/topology in-
formation.

Introduces privacy concerns.
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Defense mechanisms for RPL

Secure Protocol

Cryptography

based

Dvir et al. [53]

Landsmann et al. [54]

Glissa et al. [67]

Trust

based

Seeber et al. [68]

Iuchi et al. [69]

Airehrour et al. [70]
Airehrour et al. [71]

Djedjig et al. [72]
Airehrour et al. [73]

Nygaard et al. [74]

Threshold

based

Sehgal et al. [60]

Mayzaud et al. [61]

Ghaleb et al. [75]

Intrusion Detection System

Signature

based

Napiah et al. [76]

Kasinathan et al. [77]

Ioulianou et al. [78]
Kfoury et al. [79]

Anomaly

based

Raza et al. [80]

Pongle et al. [31]

Mayzaud et al. [81]
Mayzaud et al. [55]

Shreenivas et al. [63]
Mayzaud et al. [82]

Gara et al. [83]

Gara et al. [84]

Specification

based

Le et al. [57]

Zhang et al. [50]

Surender et al. [85]
Le et al. [58]

Shafique et al. [86]
Lai et al. [87]

Hybrid

Amin et al. [88]

Bostani et al. [89]

Figure 6: Taxonomy of defense mechanisms for RPL protocol

Enhanced VeRA and Trust Anchor Interconnection Loop

(TRAIL): To counter Decreased rank attack, Landsmann et

al. [54] proposed a novel security mechanism that uses a

nested encryption chain to prevent an attacker from multi-

casting altered hash chains and maintains rank integrity. The

encryption chain links both version number hash chain with

rank hash chain. The proposed security mechanism does not

provide defense against rank-replay attack. Perrey et al. [91]

proposed an extension to [54] for detecting and preventing

topological inconsistencies. A generic security scheme called

Trust Anchor Interconnection Loop (TRAIL) is proposed to

facilitate topology authentication in RPL. In TRAIL, each

node can validate its upward routing path towards the root

and can detect any rank spoofing without relying on encryption

chains. TRAIL can search and remove illegitimate nodes from

the network topology. Both VeRA and TRAIL maintain the

node’s states which incurs memory overhead on resource

constrained nodes.

Secure-RPL (SRPL): Glissa et al. [67] proposed a secure

version of the RPL known as SRPL. The main aim of SRPL is

to stop compromised nodes from illegitimately manipulating

control message information, which may lead to network

disruption, i.e., rank manipulation for gaining a better position

in the DODAG. SRPL incorporates a security mechanism to

maintain a suitable rank threshold such that any change in the

rate of rank change leads to the detection of the attack. The

rank threshold is implemented with a hash chain authentication

of every node in the network. The main advantage of using

the proposed solution is that it does not put any limit on

node movement from one DODAG to another. When a node

moves from one DODAG to another or changing rank, it

needs to be validated using secured hashed values at first.

SRPL mainly aims to defend Sinkhole, Blackhole, Selective

forwarding, and Rank attacks. SRPL involves three phases,

namely the initiation phase, the verification phase, and the

rank update phase. In the initiation phase, all the nodes in the

network compute their rank, threshold values, and respective

hashed values. In the verification phase, parents of a respective

child node, other nodes check, or verify the hashed rank and

thresholds. The rank update is triggered when any node wants

to change its rank, and this change is verified against old

information and acceptable rank change. The major limitation

of SRPL is that it uses computationally expensive operations

that consume a lot of node’s resources.

Summary and Insights: This section discussed the various

cryptography based defense solutions for securing RPL proto-

col. It has been observed that the proposed approaches are not

sufficient enough to provide the desired security in 6LoWPAN

networks. The proposed solutions face many challenges that

need to be addressed. For example, the solution proposed in

[53] is vulnerable to rank forgery and replay attacks. Similarly,

[54], [67], [91], [92] introduce resource overhead (memory,

processing), which inhibits their usage in real 6LoWPAN

networks. The approach proposed in [93] introduces significant

communication overhead. In order to leverage the use of

cryptography based solutions, further investigation into IoT

constraints is needed. Lightweight cryptography solutions can

also be explored for developing IoT based security solutions.

2) Trust Based Solutions:

Trusted Computing Architecture (TCA): In [68], a TCA is

proposed for establishing trust and facilitating secure key ex-

change among nodes using a trusted platform module (TPM).

Authors have focused on making the use of low-cost TPM

module to incorporate security in resource constrained nodes.

The proposed architecture is capable of defending against

node tampering, DoS, and routing attacks targeting availability

and integrity. TPM plays a significant role in the proposed

architecture as it is responsible for providing keys among

authenticated nodes for establishing secure communication.

TPM acts as a single point of failure, and if it is tampered or

fails, it leads to network performance degradation and security

breaches. No extensive evaluation and simulation results have

been discussed for validating the effectiveness of TCA.

Secure Parent Selection: Iuchi et al. [69] proposed a Trust

based threshold mechanism for securely selecting a legitimate

node as a preferred parent and defending against Rank attacks.

In the proposed mechanism, every node in the network selects

its preferred parent by assuming the fact that illegitimate node
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claims a much lower rank than legitimate nodes. All the

nodes in the network are capable of finding the illegitimate

ranked node by computing the maximum and average rank

of its neighbor nodes. A legitimate node then selects its

parent node by excluding the node that shows a deficient

rank and avoids forwarding packets to illegitimate nodes. The

proposed mechanism shows two major limitations. First, it

may sometime lead to the creation of unoptimized routes

because the legitimate nodes are not selected as a parent in

some cases. Second, the proposed approach is vulnerable to

Sybil and Blackhole attacks.

Lightweight Trust-Aware RPL: Ariehrour et al. [70] pro-

posed a Trust-Aware RPL routing protocol to detect Blackhole

and Selective forwarding attacks. The primary idea behind the

proposed work is that the packet drop rate of malicious nodes

is higher compared to non-malicious nodes when an attacker is

performing a Blackhole or Selective forwarding attack. This

behavior of nodes is used to evaluate their trustworthiness.

The proposed RPL enhancement uses trust values to evaluate

the trustworthiness of nodes for facilitating optimal routing

decisions. In Trust-Aware RPL initially, all the nodes perform

normal path selection operations, i.e., computing route quality

over different neighbors based on MRHOF. Trust-Aware RPL

shows better performance as compared to MRHOF-RPL in

terms of attacks detected, the frequency of node rank changes,

throughput, and packet loss. Several drawbacks of the pro-

posed protocol are: (1) promiscuous mode operation increases

energy consumption; (2) a legitimate node may begin to drop

packets due to unintentional errors that would resemble it as

a blackhole attacker.

SecTrust-RPL: In [73], a time based trust aware variant

of RPL protocol known as SecTrust-RPL is proposed. The

proposed RPL variant incorporates a secure trust system

that promotes secure communication, detection, and isolation

of malicious nodes performing rank and Sybil attacks. The

proposed trust mechanism defines a way so that each node

in the network computes the trustworthiness of its neighbors

by using direct and recommended trust values. SecTrust-

RPL incorporates five modules. Trust calculation module is

responsible for calculating the trust values of nodes. Trust

monitoring module is responsible for updating the trust values

of nodes in a periodic and reactive manner. The trust rating

process is responsible for sorting trust values in descending

order. Detection and isolation of attacks process responsible

for selecting high-quality routes and detecting malicious and

misbehaving nodes using trust values for ensuring the CIA as

well as authenticity. Trust backup and recuperation process

take care of the selfish nodes, i.e., nodes which aim to

preserve their resources and considered malicious. SecTrust-

RPL is compared with MRHOF-RPL, and it is shown that

the proposed mechanism performs better in terms of attack

detected, packet loss, throughput, and frequency of node

rank changes. SecTrust-RPL requires nodes to operate in a

promiscuous mode, which consequently leads to heavy energy

consumption and decreased network lifetime.

Metric based RPL Trustworthiness Scheme (MRTS): A trust

based security scheme named as MRTS is proposed in [72] for

setting up secure routing paths. It works during RPL topology

construction and management by incorporating trustworthiness

among nodes. In order to perform a secure operation, MRTS

defines a new trust based metric named as Extended RPL

Node Trustworthiness (ERNT) and a new trust based objective

function named as Trust Objective Function (TOF). ERNT is

incorporated in DIO messages and exchanged with neighbor

nodes. It is responsible for evaluating the trust value of each

node and then quantifies the cost of routing paths. TOF defines

a way for nodes to use ERNT and constraints for selecting

the preferred parent, and compute their own rank. TOF finds

the best routing paths while avoiding the paths with less

trustable nodes. MRTS requires TPM for securing RPL control

messages and performs all the security-related computations.

MRTS shows better performance as compared to traditional

RPL. However, the main limitations of MRTS are that it uses

TPM, which introduces a single point of failure in the network

and adds extra hardware cost to the network.

Trust based Security System (TIDS): Nygaard et al. [74]

proposed a novel trust-based security system named as TIDS

for detecting Sinkhole and Selective forwarding attacks. TIDS

enables the normal node to monitor and evaluate its neighbors

in order to find anomalies in the normal RPL operation. The

observed data by the node is sent to root (gateway) using

Trust Information (TRU) messages for further analysis. The

main functionality of TIDS is based on computing trust values

using subjective logic. These values are categorized into belief,

disbelief, and uncertainty. The trust values are used to analyze

the monitored data received from nodes. TIDS is able to

detect all the attackers in the network on the cost of heavy

energy consumption by the root node and false positives. TIDS

requires approximately 5Kb-6.4Kb of ROM and 0.7Kb-1Kb

of RAM. The main advantage of the TIDS scheme is that the

normal nodes with IDS implemented on it consume very little

energy while showing approximately 100% detection rate.

Summary and Insights: It is observed that some solutions

present in the literature face a single point of failure issue

[68], [72]. The solution proposed in [69] is vulnerable to

frequent attacks like Sinkhole and Blackhole. Several works

[70], [73], [74] require nodes to operate in a promiscuous

mode which leads to substantial energy consumption. The

energy consumption parameter must be considered as the most

critical metric while designing any security algorithm for RPL.

Also, the assumption of static networks also adds to one of

the essential limitations of work proposed in the literature.

These challenges must be addressed before the utilization of

proposed solutions in the real network.

3) Threshold Based Solutions:

Adaptive Threshold (AT): In [60], a mechanism named as

Adaptive Threshold (AT) is presented for countering DODAG

inconsistency attacks in RPL. The default mechanism (Fixed

Threshold) embedded in RPL has a threshold value of 20.

After receiving a packet with ‘O’ and ‘R’ flags set, a node

drops the packet and resets the trickle timer. When this number

reaches up to a threshold limit of 20, all such incoming packets

are dropped, but the trickle timer is not reset in order to limit

the effect of an attack. This counter is reset after every hour,

and in this way, RPL counters the DODAG inconsistency

attack. However, a smart attacker can send 20 malformed
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packets every hour and affect the network performance grad-

ually. An attacker can also use different attack patterns to

degrade network’s performance without getting detected. AT

mechanism considers the current network state to update the

threshold based on the rate of receiving packets. The value of

threshold decreases when an attacker sends malformed packets

very quickly, and increases when an attacker stops sending

malformed packets. AT requires prior calculation of optimal

configuration parameter values in the arbitrary way (i.e., α, β

and γ) and does not consider the node mobility.

Dynamic Threshold (DT): Mayzaud et al. [61] proposed

an improvement to their previous DODAG inconsistency mit-

igation mechanism [60]. The proposed defense mechanism is

known as Dynamic Threshold (DT). It is a fully dynamic

threshold mechanism that takes into account the dynamic

characteristics of the network to set a threshold for mitigating

the DODAG inconsistency attack efficiently. DT does not

require any prior calculation of optimal value of configuration

parameters like that of AT mechanism because all required

information is gathered from network characteristics itself.

It takes into account the convergence time of the network,

i.e., the time required by the RPL network to converge.

DT approach avoids unnecessary resetting of trickle timer,

which consequently suppresses extra DIO transmissions. DT

mechanism outperforms AT mechanism in terms of energy

consumption, PDR, and end-to-end delay. In addition, the

DT mechanism is capable of mitigating the Forced blackhole

problem efficiently.

SecRPL: Ghaleb et al. [75] proposed SecRPL to address the

DAO falsification attack. The proposed defense mechanism is

based on putting a threshold on the number of DAO packets

forwarded to each destination. In SecRPL, each parent node

maintains a table that contains a counter, specific to every

child node in its sub-DODAG. Once the number of DAOs

from any child node exceeds the fixed threshold, then that

child is marked as malicious. The parent node drops any

further DAO containing the prefix of that malicious child. In

order to avoid the situation where any child is permanently

blocked, the counter table is reset on every DIO multicast.

SecRPL shows significantly good results in terms of the

number of DAOs forwarded, control packet overhead, average

power consumption, upward, and downward latency. SecRPL

requires the selection of optimal threshold limit for efficient

operation, which incurs overhead to the security scheme.

Summary and Insights: As far as the literature is con-

cerned, only a few works [60], [61], [75] focus on using

threshold based solutions are available. Moreover, the pro-

posed solutions address only DODAG inconsistency, Forced

blackhole, and DAO falsification attacks, which leaves a big

gap to be filled in this field. In addition, the proposed solutions

do not consider node mobility, which may hinder the overall

system’s performance. The key to threshold based solutions

lies in the optimal selection of thresholds, i.e., parameters

while considering the network environment. This assumption

makes such solutions challenging to be developed for other

routing attacks. The standard RPL parameters can be used

in the optimal selection of thresholds for the development of

lightweight threshold based defense solutions [51], [52].

B. Intrusion Detection System (IDS)

This section discusses various IDS based defense solutions

for detecting routing attacks against RPL protocol. IDS based

RPL defense mechanisms are summarized in Table V.

1) Signature Based IDS:

Intrusion Detection System for 6LoWPAN networks: Kasi-

nathan et al. [77] proposed an IDS to detect DoS attacks in

6LoWPAN network . An open-source IDS Suricata is used

for pattern matching and attack detection. An IDS probe node

is used to sniff all the packet transmissions in the network,

and transfer information to Suricata IDS (Open source IDS)

for further analysis and attack detection. To prevent commu-

nication overhead, the IDS probe node is connected directly

to Suricata IDS using a wired link. In addition, a Frequency

Agility Manager (FAM) is incorporated to make the network

aware of channel occupancy in real-time and operates when the

interference level exceeds the set threshold. In this situation,

FAM changes the operating channel to the best available

one, thus, providing uninterpreted network operations. No

simulation study is done in support of IDS performance and

its usability.

Compression Header Analyzer Intrusion Detection System

(CHA-IDS): Napiah et al. [76] proposed a centralized IDS

named CHA-IDS for detecting HELLO flood, Sinkhole and

Wormhole attacks. It uses compression header data to extract

certain important network features that are used for detecting

individual and combined attacks. The proposed IDS uses the

best first and greedy stepwise strategy with correlation-based

feature selection to determine the significant features. Then the

selected features are evaluated using six Machine Learning

(ML) algorithms (Decision Trees (J48), Logistic Regression

(LR), Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP), Naive Bayes (NB), Ran-

dom Forest (RF), and Support Vector Machine (SVM)) which

are used to perform classification of normal and benign traffic.

CHA-IDS outperforms SVELTE and the IDS proposed in [31].

The main limitations of CHA-IDS include high memory and

energy consumption. Moreover, it is incapable of identifying

the attacker.

Signature-based Intrusion Detection System: A framework

for a signature-based IDS to detect DIS and Version number

attack is proposed in [78]. The proposed IDS requires detec-

tion and monitoring modules to be placed on nodes itself,

as in the case of hybrid detection schemes. However, the

authors consider two types of additional nodes in the proposed

scheme. The first type of nodes are IDS routers, which carry

detection and firewall modules. The second type of nodes are

sensors or IDS detectors which are responsible for monitoring

and sending malicious traffic information to the router nodes.

IDS router checks all the passing traffic to decide whether

the packet source is malicious or not. The job of the IDS

detector is to monitor sensor traffic and calculate the metric

of interest , i.e., Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI),

packet drop rate, and packet sending rate. The final decision

of classifying a node as malicious or not is taken by detection

module running on 6BR, based on the data received from each

node. The proposed framework is not validated, which is its

major limitation.
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Table IV: Summary of Secure Protocol based defense mechanisms

Reference Defense Mechanism Relevant Attack Limitations Mobility Validation Tools/Motes Performance metrics

Dvir et al. [53] VeRA Version number and Decreased
rank

Vulnerable to Rank-replay attack, Hash
chain forgery attack, adds memory and
computational overhead.

No - - -

Landsmann et al.
[54]

Enhanced VeRA Version number and Decreased
rank

Vulnerable to Rank-replay attack, adds
memory overhead, child node might
select attacker as a parent.

No - - -

Perrey et al. [91] TRAIL Version number, Decreased
rank, Rank-replay

Adds memory overhead. No Testbed DES
Mesh/RIOT
OS

Routing convergence time, Av-
erage message size

Seeber et al. [68] Trusted Computing
Architecture

RPL routing attacks targeting
availability and integrity, node
tampering

TPM is a single point of failure, adds
computational overhead due to cryp-
tography processing.

No - - -

Sehgal et al. [60] Adaptive
Threshold

DODAG inconsistency Requires prior calculation of configu-
ration parameters (optimal values).

No Simulation Contiki
OS/Cooja

PDR, Energy consumption and
Control packet overhead

Mayzaud et al.
[61]

Dynamic
Threshold

DODAG inconsistency Increases energy consumption. No Simulation Control packet overhead, PDR,
Energy consumption

Ghaleb et al.
[75]

SecRPL DAO falsification Increases Average power consumption,
Control packet Overhead and Latency.
Decreases PDR and degrades network
reliability.

No Simulation Contiki
OS/Cooja

Control Packet Overhead,
PDR, Energy consumption,
DAO forwarding overhead,
Upward and downward
Latency

Iuchi et al. [69] Secure Parent Se-
lection

Rank Susceptible to Sybil and Blackhole at-
tacks, may result in longer paths (un-
optimized).

No Simulation Contiki
OS/Cooja

Total number of child nodes
attached to attacker nodes.

Glissa et al. [67] Secure-RPL
(SRPL)

Rank, Sinkhole and Selective
forwarding attacks

Computationally expensive. No Simulation Contiki
OS/Cooja

Average power consumption,
Control message overhead, and
Packet reception rate

Djedjig et al.
[72]

Metric-based RPL
Trustworthiness
Scheme (MRTS).

Insider attacks Adds computation and communicate
overhead and increases energy con-
sumption.

No - - -

Ariehrour et al.
[70]

Trust-Aware RPL Blackhole and Selective for-
warding

Nodes need to operate in promiscuous
mode to overhear neighbor transmis-
sions which adds energy overhead.

No Simulation Contiki
OS/Cooja

Detection rate, Throughput,
Packet loss and Frequency of
node rank changes.

Ariehrour et al.
[71]

Trust-Aware RPL
for detecting
Blackhole

Blackhole Nodes need to operate in promiscuous
mode which adds energy overhead.

No Testbed Contiki/
XM1000
motes

Detection rate, Throughput,
Packet loss and Frequency of
node rank changes.

Ariehrour et al.
[73]

SecTrust-RPL Rank and Sybil Considers static network topology,
nodes need to operate in promiscu-
ous mode which increases energy con-
sumption.

No Simulation
and
Testbed

Contiki/
XM1000
motes

Detection rate, Throughput,
Packet loss and Frequency of
node rank changes.

Nygaard et al.
[74]

TIDS Sinkhole and Selective for-
warding

Considers static network topology, re-
quires 6BR (root) to remain constantly
ON which consequently increases en-
ergy consumption, high FPR.

No Simulation Contiki
OS/Cooja

Detection rate, FN, FP, Energy
consumption
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Self Organizing Map Intrusion Detection System (SOMIDS):

Kfoury et al. [79] proposed SOMIDS for detecting Sinkhole,

Version number, and HELLO flooding attacks. SOMIDS uses

Self Organizing Maps (SOM) for clustering attacks and nor-

mal traffic. SOMIDS uses a Pcap file from a cooja simu-

lator for extracting data and performing clustering of traffic

classes. SOMIDS consists of three major components. The

first component is an aggregator module that is responsible

for aggregating the data (ICMPv6 code, IPv6 destination, IPv6

source, ICMPv6 DIO version, ICMPv6 DIO rank, Timestamp)

contained in captured PCAP file. Traffic data is aggregated

into six variables, i.e., number of DIS, DIO, DAO messages,

the ratio of version number changes, the ratio of rank changes,

and average mote power. The second component is normalizer,

which performs the task of normalizing the aggregated data.

Third component is a trainer module which is responsible

for training SOM. The result of the IDS is a matrix that is

converted into a 2D image for better visualization of clusters.

SOMIDS is not evaluated in terms of the implementation

overhead and does not consider node mobility.

Summary and Insights: It is analyzed that some of the

proposed approaches [77], [94] rely on the outdated signatures

(traffic patterns) for classifier training which makes these

approach ineffective for securing RPL networks. The solutions

proposed in [76], [79], [95] used signatures collected from the

simulated attacks. These approaches show promising results

in terms of prominent metrics. However, signatures collected

from the real network can be more effective in classifier

training. The development of RPL based real traffic dataset

containing traces of common routing attacks needs to be done

[96], [97]. The signature based IDS proposed in [76] can be

improved in terms of energy consumption.

2) Anomaly Based IDS:

SVELTE: Raza et al. [80] proposed a real-time IDS

named SVELTE for 6LoWPAN. The proposed IDS consists of

anomaly based detection engine which uses RPL specifications

for detecting spoofed information, Sinkhole, and Selective

forwarding attacks. It consists of three centralized modules

that are placed on 6BR: Mapper, Analyzer and Detector, and a

Mini-firewall. Every child node sends RPL information to 6BR

for illegitimate traffic filtering. Intrusion detection in SVELTE

involves network graph inconsistency detection, node avail-

ability detection, and routing graph validation. SVELTE im-

poses very less memory, computational, and energy overhead

on the resource constrained nodes. Moreover, it shows a good

performance in terms of PDR and control packet overhead.

The limitations of SVELTE include strategic placement of IDS

modules, timing inconsistency in rank measurements, which

consequently leads to inaccurate topology creation at 6BR, and

high false positive rate (FPR). In addition, SVELTE does not

provide defense against coordinated attacks.

Real Time Intrusion and Wormhole Detection: A novel IDS

for the detection of Wormhole attack in IoT is proposed in

[31]. It detects the packet relay and encapsulation types of

Wormhole attack. The proposed IDS uses the node’s location

and neighbor information to identify the attack and received

signal strength indicator (RSSI) to identify attacker nodes. A

hybrid deployment strategy on a static network is considered

for placing IDS modules, where a centralized module is placed

on 6BR, and distributed modules are placed on resource con-

strained nodes. Distributed modules are responsible for send-

ing and monitoring RSSI values, sending neighbor information

to 6BR, and packet forwarding. Centralized modules collect

RSSI values, compute the distance from the node’s RSSI value,

and perform validation of neighbors from collected informa-

tion and detect attack with its location. The main drawback

of the proposed IDS is that it puts much communication and

computational burden on resource constrained nodes.

Distributed Monitoring Architecture: Mayzaud et al. [81]

proposed a distributed monitoring architecture for detecting

DODAG inconsistency attacks. The proposed architecture

makes the use of RPL multi-instance feature and dedicated

monitoring nodes for facilitating energy efficient network

events observation (passively). Two types of nodes are consid-

ered in the network, i.e., regular (monitored) and monitoring

nodes. The multi-instance feature of RPL is used for creating

regular (the network of regular nodes) and monitoring network

(the network of monitoring nodes). The monitoring nodes con-

tain local anomaly detection (algorithm) modules that analyze

the collected data and detect possible attacks in a distributed

manner. The main limitations of the proposed architecture are:

it assumes a single attacker case and fails in case of multi-

ple attackers which are operating in a collaborative manner,

monitoring nodes need to operate in promiscuous modes for

anomaly detection, depends on the coverage of regular nodes

by monitoring nodes (strategic placement), relies on high order

devices for monitoring which adds cost overhead, architecture

relies on local detection.

Extension to Distributed Monitoring Architecture: Mayzaud

et al. extended their previous proposed approach [81] in [55]

to detect Version number attacks. Authors considered the fact

that an incremented version number is propagated in the entire

graph, and a monitoring node cannot decide by itself if this is

the result of an attack or not, and they must share monitoring

information to identify the malicious node more efficiently.

Thus, they extended the distributed monitoring architecture

such that monitoring nodes can collaborate together using a

multi-instance network and facilitate global detection. Only

one attacker case is assumed, and mobility is not considered

in this defense architecture. An extension to [55] is presented

in [82]. In this work, detection and localization algorithms

are presented. The “LOCAL ASSESSMENT” algorithm is

deployed on monitoring nodes except the root, which allows

monitoring nodes to report to the root the sender of an

incremented version number in their neighborhood. The “DIS-

TRIBUTED DETECTION” algorithm is deployed on the sink

to detect the attack and gather all monitoring node information

into tables. The “LOCALIZATION” algorithm is deployed

on the sink node and performs attacker identification by

analyzing the collected information. This framework inherits

the limitations of Mayzaud et al. [81].

Extended SVELTE based on ETX metric: An extension

to SVELTE is proposed in [63]. In addition to SVELTE

IDS modules, an extra intrusion detection module which uses

the ETX metric is incorporated for the detection of ETX

manipulation attacks in ETX metric based RPL networks.
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The authors have also proposed an intrusion detection method

which uses geographical parameters (node’s location and

transmission limits) for handling a case when both rank and

ETX based detection methods fail. The main idea behind ETX

based intrusion detection method is that ETX value of the

parent node must be lower than that of its children node,

and if any node’s ETX value is found to be inappropriate

or unusual, then the node reported as malicious. The main

advantage associated with the proposed solution is that the

ETX based IDS can defend against ETX and rank based

attacks. In contrast, the geographical parameter based method

can locate the nodes and test their authenticity. The proposed

IDS solutions consume less power when nodes operate in duty

cycling mode and require only 5, 570 and 6 Bytes of RAM and

ROM, respectively. A high true positive rate (TPR) is achieved

when both the proposed solutions are combined together. The

proposed solution does not consider node mobility in the

network.

Hybrid IDS based on the Sequential Probability Ratio Test

with an Adaptive Threshold: A hybrid IDS that combines the

Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT) with an Adaptive

Threshold to detect Selective forwarding attack is proposed

in [83]. It uses two types of modules, a centralized module

deployed on the gateway node and a distributed module

deployed on resource constrained nodes. The proposed IDS in-

volves three steps, i.e., data gathering, data analysis, decision,

and elimination of compromised node. The data gathering

step involves each routing node to collect the neighbor’s

information, storing it in the form of a table, and then send

it to the centralized node using HELLO messages. The data

analysis step involves the computation of the number of

dropped packets and the probability of dropped packet for

each node using data gathered from HELLO messages. The

decision step is responsible for detecting malicious nodes and

minimizing FAR by utilizing SPRT. The elimination of the

compromised node step involves informing legitimate nodes

about the compromised nodes by initiating a global repair

and sending the compromised node’s identifier in fresh DIO

messages to all other legitimate nodes in the network. The

proposed IDS achieves 100% detection rate. However, the

communication overhead of the network increases with the

increase in node mobility.

Summary and Insights: Many of the anomaly based IDS

solutions present in the literature show acceptable perfor-

mance, which favors their utility in IoT applications. However,

it is observed that the proposed solutions achieve high perfor-

mance (accuracy, TRP, FPR, etc.) while imposing an additional

cost to the nodes in terms of communication, computation,

memory, and energy consumption. The solutions proposed in

[31], [55], [81], [83], [84], [98], [99] impose extra network

deployment cost which is undesirable for resource constrained

networks. Similarly, the security approach proposed in [80]

requires the strategic placement of IDS monitoring modules,

which add an implementation complexity to the network.

Moreover, it is also observed that the proposed anomaly

based IDS are still vulnerable to the coordinated attacks.

These critical challenges must be addressed for the advanced

development of anomaly based IDS for IoT.

3) Specification Based IDS:

Intrusion detection and response system for Internet of

things (InDReS): In [85], a distributed IDS named InDReS

to detect Sinkhole attack in RPL is proposed. The proposed

IDS is based on cluster tree topology, where cluster head acts

as a monitoring node that observes packet drop count of its

adjacent nodes. The monitoring nodes compute the rank of

every adjacent node to it and compare that rank with the

threshold value for finding a malicious node. InDReS is imple-

mented on NS-2, and performance results are compared with

that of INTI. The results show that the proposed IDS performs

well compared to INTI in terms of packet drop ratio, PDR,

control packet overhead, and average energy consumption. The

limitations of InDReS include: only homogeneous nodes are

considered, the dynamic network is not considered, and it may

fail if the leader node itself gets compromised.

Specification-Based IDS for Detecting Topology Attacks:

Le et al. in their previous work [57] proposed a specification

based IDS architecture which lacks implementation and per-

formance analysis. In [58], the authors extended the previous

architecture and evaluated it in terms of prominent evaluation

metrics. They proposed a specification based IDS consisting of

Extended Finite State Machine (EFSM) that is generated from

a semi-auto profiling technique. Firstly, EFSM is created from

RPL specification using ILP (Integer Linear Programming)

technique to define stable states and transitions among them.

Secondly, RPL knowledge of the RPL profile of detection

algorithms is translated to form more concrete states and

transitions, i.e., utilizing trace files generated from RPL normal

operation in the Cooja simulator. This specification defines all

the legitimate states and transitions which a node must follow

while operating in a normal manner. EFSM is implemented

as a set of rules on intrusion detection agents for detecting

various attacks, including Rank, Local Repair, Neighbor, DIS,

and Sinkhole. The proposed IDS is shown to achieve TPR of

100% with FPR up to 6.78%. The proposed IDS introduces

communication overhead, requires a good network trace for

the creation of effective specification, and shows less accuracy

when it works for a long time.

RPL-Based Wormhole Detection: Lai et al. [87] proposed

a distributed wormhole detection method which applies the

rank information to estimate the relative distance from the

root node. The proposed method uses the hop count metric

for rank calculation. To detect malicious nodes, the proposed

detection method checks for the nodes with unreasonable rank

values. It defines Rank Threshold and Rank Diff attributes for

the detection of illegitimate DIO messages. Rank Threshold is

defined as the difference between the rank values of parent and

node itself, whereas Rank Diff is the difference between the

rank values of the source node and node itself. DIO message

is considered as abnormal, when Rank Diff>Rank Threshold

condition is not met. The proposed wormhole detection

method shows a 100% output in terms of precision, recall, and

accuracy. The main advantages of this approach are its easy

implementation and no additional requirement for Wormhole

attack detection. However, node mobility is node considered,

which can severely affect the detection results. In addition,

critical parameters like PDR, end-to-end delay, and energy
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consumption are not analyzed.

Specification based IDS based on Finite State Machine: In

[57], a specification based IDS is proposed for detecting rank

and local repair attacks. The proposed IDS uses a finite state

machine (FSM) for monitoring the node’s state, i.e., normal

or malicious. A backbone architecture is used for placing

monitoring nodes containing FSM modules. Monitoring nodes

sniff neighbor transmissions, including its parent and child

nodes. The parameters like node id, the preferred parent with

their respective rank, state changes in a specific period are

monitored and extracted from sniffed DIO messages in order to

analyze the node’s behavior. Monitoring nodes collaborate and

share information for detecting attacker nodes. FSM specifies

normal and malicious states. FSM state specifies the strict rank

rule which nodes must follow, i.e., parent-child relationship,

and an acceptable threshold for the number of times a topology

can be set up or updated. Any deviation from the specified

rules and threshold consequently changes the node’s state from

normal to suspicious and detects the possible attacker node.

IDS to defense Routing choice intrusion Intrusion: An IDS

to defend against Routing choice intrusion (ETX metric) is

proposed in [50]. The proposed IDS is based on specifica-

tion methodology that uses a stand alone architecture with

distributed monitoring nodes. Authors consider attack defense

only against a single intruder case. The proposed IDS requires

monitoring nodes containing FSM with normal and malicious

states. Network behaviors are matched with FSM states, and

any deviation from normal state leads to attack detection.

Routing choice intrusion is detected in the case when any

malicious node multicast the DIO with lower ETX value,

which consequently leads to a large fluctuation in the number

of its child nodes than a set threshold, this node is marked as

an attacker node. The authors consider certain assumptions like

secure network initialization, homogeneous nodes, monitoring

nodes with more resources, and static environment, which

limits the practicality of the proposed IDS.

Sink-based Intrusion Detection System (SBIDS): In [86],

a centralized specification based IDS known as SBIDS is

proposed to address rank attacks in RPL based IoT networks.

SBIDS uses information contained in the DAO message re-

ceived from child nodes in its sub-DODAG. SBIDS utilizes

RPL parameters, including node’s current rank (NCR), node’s

parent rank (NPR), node’s previous rank (NPVR), and parent

switching threshold (PST) for detecting whether a node is

malicious or not. SBIDS achieves 100% accuracy in case of

a static network. The accuracy decreases in the presence of

mobile nodes in the network. SBIDS adds a communication

overhead to RPL protocol as it requires an extra 48-bit infor-

mation to be added by the nodes in the DAO packets they send.

SBIDS shows better results for a static network as compared

to the mobile network. The average power consumption of

nodes increases in the case of SBIDS.

Summary and Insights: The effectiveness of specification

based IDS solutions can be observed from their performance.

The only key challenge in the development of specification

based IDS is the availability of quality traffic trace required

for generating adequate specifications [58]. It is observed

that several approaches [86], [87] have not performed power

consumption analysis, hence there exists an open research gap

to be considered for future research. Moreover, the integration

of mobility support in the proposed solutions is a challenging

task and needs further investigation.

4) Hybrid IDS:

Robust Intrusion Detection System (RIDES): Amin et al.

[88] proposed a novel IDS named RIDES for detecting DoS

attacks in IP based WSN. It is a hybrid of signature and

anomaly based IDS. The signature based intrusion detection

component uses a distributed pattern matching using bloom

filters to match signature codes. To reduce the overhead to

long signature codes, a coding scheme is used which converts

signatures into short attack identifiers. The anomaly based

intrusion detection component uses Cumulative Sum Control

charts (CUSUM) with upper and lower threshold limits to

detect anomalies in the network pattern. A distributed ap-

proach is used to place the intrusion detection components

for decreasing the communication, memory, and computational

overhead on nodes. The main limitation of this work is inter-

packet delay that leads to delayed intrusion detection by

RIDES. In addition to it, energy consumption by the resource

constrained nodes is not studied.

Hybrid of Anomaly and Specification based on optimum-

path forest clustering: A novel real-time hybrid IDS frame-

work is proposed in [89] to detect Sinkhole, Selective forward-

ing, and Wormhole attacks. Specification based IDS modules

are deployed on router nodes which perform analysis of their

child nodes and forward their local results to the gateway

node through data packets. The gateway node is equipped

with anomaly based IDS module which employs Unsuper-

vised Optimum-Path Forest Clustering (OPFC) algorithm for

projecting clusters by using incoming data packets. The simu-

lation results show that the proposed IDS framework achieves

the maximum TPR of 96.02% with 2.08% of FPR. The main

features of the proposed hybrid IDS include high scalability

and attacker identification. There are several drawbacks asso-

ciated with this hybrid IDS. It does not consider the energy

constrained nature of nodes, assumes one-way communication

(node to gateway), and considers only a static network.

Summary and Insights: Similar to signature and anomaly

based IDS, hybrid based IDS solutions also face several

challenges that need to be addressed. Delayed attack detec-

tion makes IDS solutions inefficient when deployed in real

networks. The IDS proposed in [88] is affected by the inter-

packet delay that causes delayed attack detection. Such issues

need to be carefully addressed while designing IDS for IoT

applications. Hybrid IDS proposed by Bostani et al. [89]

utilized MapReduce architecture to manage a large amount of

data from motes and perform attack detection efficiently. Other

such algorithms available in the literature need to be explored

for building scalable and effective IDS solutions corresponding

to IoT.

Table VI presents a comparative study of discussed secu-

rity solutions (Secure Protocol and IDS) based on different

evaluation metrics. The performance is compared based on

the maximum improvements achieved in percentages (%), and

maximum or minimum values (val) achieved.
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Table V: Summary of Intrusion Detection System based defense mechanisms

Reference Defense Mecha-
nism

Type Placement
strategy

Relevant Attack Limitations Mobility Validation Tools/Motes Performance
metrics

Amin et
al.[88]

RIDES Hybrid Distributed DoS Inter packet delay affects the detection
time.

No Simulation ns-2 TPR, FPR,
ROC

Le et al.[57] Specification
based IDS

Specification Distributed Rank, Local re-
pair

No simulation study has been done for the
proposed IDS.

No - - -

Raza et
al.[80]

SVELTE Anomaly Hybrid Sinkhole,
Selective
forwarding,
spoofed or altered
information

Synchronization issue, requires strategic
placement of IDS modules, high FPR, vul-
nerable to coordinated attacks.

No Simulation Contiki OS
/Cooja

Energy
consumption,
TPR

Kasinathan et
al.[94]

DoS detection
IDS Architecture

Signature Centralized DoS The centralized nature of the IDS archi-
tecture makes it difficult to detect inter-
nal attacks and introduces communication
overhead over resource constrained nodes.

No Testbed PenTest
/Contiki OS

TP

Kasinathan et
al.[77]

Intrusion Detec-
tion System for
6LoWPAN net-
works

Signature Centralized DoS The centralized nature of the IDS archi-
tecture makes it difficult to detect inter-
nal attacks and introduces communication
overhead over resource constrained nodes.

No Testbed PenTest
/Contiki OS

-

Zhang et
al.[50]

IDS to defense
Routing choice
Intrusion

Specification Distributed Routing choice
intrusion

Assumes secure network initialization and
homogeneous devices. Monitoring nodes
need to operate in promiscuous mode.

No Simulation Contiki OS
/Cooja

-

Pongle et
al.[31]

Real Time In-
trusion Detection
System

Anomaly Hybrid Wormhole Introduces communication and computa-
tional overhead.

No Simulation Contiki OS
/Cooja

TPR, Energy
consumption,
Control packet
overhead

Mayzaud et
al.[81]

Distributed Mon-
itoring Architec-
ture

Anomaly Distributed DODAG
inconsistency

It assumes a single attacker case and fails
in case of multiple attackers operating in
a collaborative manner. Monitoring nodes
need to operate in promiscuous modes
for anomaly detection. Depends on the
coverage of regular nodes by monitoring
nodes (strategic placement). Relies on high
order devices for monitoring, which adds
cost overhead. Architecture relies on local
detection.

No Simulation Contiki OS
/Cooja

-

Mayzaud et
al.[55]

Distributed Mon-
itoring Architec-
ture

Anomaly Hybrid Version number It considers only a single attacker case,
monitoring nodes need to operate in
promiscuous modes for anomaly detection,
relies on high order devices for monitoring,
which adds cost overhead. Do not consider
node mobility and depends on the coverage
of regular nodes by the monitoring nodes
(strategic placement).

No Simulation Contiki OS
/Cooja

FPR
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Table V: Summary of Intrusion Detection System based defense mechanisms

Reference Defense Mecha-
nism

Type Placement
strategy

Relevant Attack Limitations Mobility Validation Tools/Motes Performance
metrics

Mayzaud et
al.[82]

Distributed Mon-
itoring Architec-
ture

Anomaly Hybrid Version number It considers only a single attacker case,
monitoring nodes need to operate in
promiscuous modes for anomaly detection,
relies on high order devices for monitoring,
which adds cost overhead. Do not consider
node mobility and depends on the coverage
of regular nodes by the monitoring nodes
(strategic placement).

No Simulation Contiki OS
/Cooja

FPR

Surender et
al.[85]

InDReS Specification Distributed Sinkhole It considers only homogeneous nodes and
do not consider network dynamicity. This
approach may fail if leader node itself gets
compromised.

No Simulation ns-2 Packet drop
ratio, PDR,
Throughput,
Energy
consumption,
Control packet
overhead

Le et al.[58] Specification
based IDS

Specification Hybrid Rank, Sinkhole,
Local repair,
Neighbor, DIS

Introduces communication overhead, re-
quires a good network trace for the creation
of effective specification, and shows less
accuracy when it works for a long time.

No Simulation Contiki OS
/Cooja

TPR, FPR, En-
ergy consump-
tion

Lai et al.[87] RPL-Based
Wormhole
Detection

Specification Distributed Wormhole Node mobility is not considered which can
severely affect detection results. Critical
parameters like PDR, end-to-end delay and
energy consumption are not analyzed.

No Simulation - Precision, Re-
call and Accu-
racy

Shreenivas et
al.[63]

Extended
SVELTE based
on ETX metric

Anomaly Hybrid ETX
manipulation,
Rank

Do not consider mobility. Parameters like
end-to-end delay, PDR are not not ana-
lyzed.

No Simulation Contiki OS
/Cooja

Average power
consumption,
TPR

Chen et
al.[99]

Intrusion Detec-
tion System for
Detecting Worm-
hole and Flood-
ing Attacks

Anomaly - Wormhole,
Flooding

Overhead of maintaining blacklist in large-
scale networks affects overall network per-
formance. Placement strategy for IDS mod-
ules is not discussed.

No Simulation - Precision, Re-
call, Accuracy
and Miss rate

Ahsan et
al.[100]

ABR-SAR based
IDS for Worm-
hole detection

Anomaly Hybrid Wormhole Increases implementation complexity.
Strategic placement of SAN is needed so
that every node must be in range of at
least one another SAN.

No Simulation Contiki OS
/Cooja

Detection rate,
Average power
consumption

Gara et
al.[83]

Hybrid Intrusion
Detection
System based
on Sequential
Probability
Ratio Test with
an Adaptive
Threshold

Anomaly Hybrid Selective
forwarding

Exchange of HELLO messages increases
network overhead.

Yes Simulation Contiki OS
/Cooja

Detection rate,
Control packet
overhead
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Table V: Summary of Intrusion Detection System based defense mechanisms

Reference Defense Mecha-
nism

Type Placement
strategy

Relevant Attack Limitations Mobility Validation Tools/Motes Performance
metrics

Gara et
al.[84]

Hybrid Intrusion
Detection
System based
on Sequential
Probability
Ratio Test with
an Adaptive
Threshold

Anomaly Hybrid Selective
forwarding
and Clone ID

Exchange of HELLO messages increases
network overhead.

Yes Simulation Contiki OS
/Cooja

Detection rate,
Control packet
overhead

Napiah et
al.[76]

Compression
Header Analyzer
Intrusion
Detection
System (CHA-
IDS)

Signature Centralized HELLO flooding,
Sinkhole and
Wormhole

Introduces memory and energy consump-
tion. It cannot identify the attacker.

No Simulation Contiki OS/
Cooja/ Weka

TPR, FPR, Ac-
curacy, Energy
Consumption

Bostani et
al.[89]

Hybrid of
Anomaly and
Specification
based IDS

Hybrid Distributed Sinkhole and
Selective
forwarding

Assumes one way communication. Energy
overhead analysis is not done.

No Simulation MATLAB TPR, FPR, Ac-
curacy

Shafique et
al.[86]

SBIDS Specification Centralized Rank Introduces communication overhead and
increases Average power consumption.

Yes Simulation Contiki OS
/Cooja

TP, FP, FN,
FP, Accuracy,
Average power
consumption

Ioulianou et
al.[78]

Framework of
Signature-based
IDS

Signature Hybrid HELLO flooding
and Version num-
ber

No validation is performed in support of
the framework.

No - - -

Kfoury et
al.[79]

SOMIDS Signature Centralized HELLO flooding,
Sinkhole, and
Version number

No evaluation in terms of prominent per-
formance metrics is done. Energy con-
sumption of 6BR is not studied.

No Simulation Contiki
OS /Cooja
/Python

-

Shukla et
al.[95]

ML-IDS (KM-
IDS, DT-IDS
and Hybrid-IDS)

Signature Centralized Wormhole FP value is not reported. Energy con-
sumption and deployment strategy are not
discussed.

No Simulation C++ Detection rate
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Table VI: Performance comparison of security solutions in terms of different evaluation metrics
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Dvir et al.[53] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Landsmann et al.[54] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Perrey et al.[91] 20 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Seeber et al.[68] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Sehgal et al. [60] - - - 99 40 55 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Mayzaud et al.[61] - - - 99 50 50 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Ghaleb et al.[75] - - - 99 - - 90 70 55 30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Iuchi et al.[69] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 99 -

Glissa et al.[67] - - - 93 - 35 - - - 35 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Djedjig et al.[72] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Ariehrour et al.[70] 63 - - - - - - - - - 30 80 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Ariehrour et al. [71] 66 - - - - - - - - - - 28 66 - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Ariehrour et al.[73] - - - - - - - - - - - 15 62 - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Nygaard et al.[74] - - - - 99 - - - - - - - - - 0 - - - - - - 100 - 100 - -

Amin et al.[88] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5 98 - - - - - 90 - -

Le et al.[57] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Raza et al.[80] - - - - 99 - - - - 99 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 100 - -

Kasinathan et al.[94] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 100

Kasinathan et al.[77] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Zhang et al.[50] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Pongle et al.[31] - - - - 0 86 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 94 - -

Mayzaud et al.[55] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 - - - - - - - - -

Mayzaud et al.[82] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 - - - - - - - - -

Surender et al.[85] 8 - - 8 11 17 - - - - - - - - - - - - 38 - - - - - - -

Le et al.[58] - - - - 0 - - - - - - - - - - - 0 - - - - - - 100 - -

Lai et al.[87] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 100 100 100 - - - -

Shreenivas et al.[63] - - - - - - - - - 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 100 - -

Chen et al.[99] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 100 100 100 0 - - -

Ahsan et al.[100] - - - - - - - - - 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - 95 - -

Gara et al.[83] - - - - - 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 100 - -

Gara et al.[84] - - - - - 0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 100 - -

Napiah et al.[76] - - - - 0 - - - - - - - - - - - 0 - - - - 99 - 99 - -

Bostani et al.[89] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2 - - - - 97 - 96 - -

Shafique et al.[86] - - - - - - - - - 0 - - - 3 0 0 - - - - - 100 - - - 99

Ioulianou et al.[78] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Kfoury et al.[79] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Shukla et al.[95] - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 93 - -
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VI. CROSS-LAYERED SECURITY SOLUTIONS FOR RPL

RPL security is not restricted to network layer specific de-

fense solutions. IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer implements several

features to provide security services such as confidentiality, in-

tegrity, and replay protection. Data confidentiality is achieved

through symmetric key cryptography techniques based on

Advanced Encryption Standard in Counter with CBC-MAC

(AES-CCM) algorithm, message integrity through Message

Authentication Code (MAC), and replay protection through

monotonically increasing sequence numbers [62], [101], [102].

IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer defines eight different security

levels, which can be chosen as per the security requirements of

the application. Oliveira et al. [103] proposed a network access

control (NAC) security framework for 6LoWPAN networks.

The proposed framework aims to control the access of nodes to

the existing network using prior administrative authorization,

and later applies security compliance on the authorized nodes

for security management. The security mechanism of the

framework is capable of defending the network from unknown

attacks. The major limitations of the NAC security frame-

work include the requirement of Lightweight Secure Neighbor

Discovery for LLNs, secure reprogramming mechanism, and

message authentication mechanism for implementing the pro-

posed framework in a real network. The resource constrained

nature of LLN nodes may limit some of these requirements.

Moreover, the proposed framework is not implemented and

analyzed for validation. Further, the authors extended their

previous work [103] and proposed a network admission control

solution in [104], [105]. The proposed solution has three main

tasks, i.e., node detection and authentication, node authoriza-

tion, and data filtering. The main limitations of the proposed

solution include: (1) inherits attacks from neighbor discovery

and RPL protocols; (2) it uses symmetric encryption, which in-

creases resource consumption of nodes. The authors suggested

using data filtering on RPL control messages, and elliptic curve

mechanisms for minimizing resource consumption of nodes.

VII. OPEN ISSUES, RESEARCH CHALLENGES AND FUTURE

DIRECTIONS

In this section, we have discussed some open issues and

research challenges that need to be studied and addressed.

Security Against Newly Developed Routing Attacks: One

of the most concerning issues in IoT security is defense

against newly developed attacks. DIO suppression [62], Rout-

ing choice intrusion [50], and ETX manipulation [63] are

three such attacks which target the RPL network by degrading

networks performance silently. Many other attacks specific

to RPL are yet to be found and will require robust defense

mechanisms. Very few efforts towards the development of

defense mechanisms against such attacks have been carried

out. Hence, several defense techniques for defending against

newly discovered attacks need to be proposed.

Scalability: Most of the existing defense solutions have been

tested on small network scenarios, but in the practical world,

IoT is enabled by a large network of heterogeneous resource

constrained nodes [50], [53], [87], [93]. The performance of

existing solutions may degrade in the case of large network

which puts IoT applications open to attackers. In addition to it,

most of the critical IoT applications require a minimum delay

in information forwarding, hence the demand of fast-reacting

and lightweight defense solutions is increasing in order to

carry out seamless network operations. These solutions must

not degrade the QoS of the network while supporting high

scalability. Hence, research can be carried out towards the

development of highly scalable lightweight defense solutions.

Mobility: Lamaazi et al. [106] showed that the performance

of RPL is severely influenced by mobile nodes. The standard

specification of RPL [3] does not define any mechanism to

support mobility. Thus, the overall network performance is

degraded in the presence of mobile nodes. Some types of IoT

nodes have dynamic characteristics (mobility), which lead to

an increase in the number of link disconnections, collisions,

and packet loss. When these mobile nodes perform malicious

activities, the network performance drastically degrades. This

leads to a rise in the number of problems that need to be

addressed for securing RPL networks. In [107]–[109] impact

of the Version number and Sybil attack, respectively under

mobility is analyzed. However, the impact of other attacks on

RPL under mobility needs to be studied. Most of the existing

secure protocol and IDS based defense solutions for RPL

consider the only static environment and may not be applicable

for the mobile environment.

Cryptography Challenges: The key management is one of

the significant challenges for resource constrained networks,

which requires attention. Several defense solutions [53], [54],

[67], [92], [93] use cryptography techniques like Hash Chain

Authentication, Merkle Tree Authentication, and Dynamic

Keying impose computational, memory, and energy overhead

on resource constrained devices. These overheads affect node

lifetime, which is an essential criterion for critical IoT ap-

plications, e.g., industrial, forest, and landslide monitoring.

The development of lightweight cryptography based security

solutions for RPL that are suitable for resource constrained

devices is still a big challenge and needs to be addressed.

Resource Limitations for Machine Learning: Utilization of

ML for the development of RPL specific security solutions

is still a big task because of resource constraints. ML is

proven to be effective in securing various wireless and wired

networks with abundant resources. Thus, the customization of

ML algorithms needs to be done in order to be used in resource

constrained IoT. The efforts to address this challenge will lead

to the development of lightweight signature and anomaly based

IDS solutions which may be very useful in providing quick

detection and facilitation of fast mitigation procedures.

Issues with Trust Based Secure RPL Protocols: Defense

solutions proposed in [70], [73] require every node in the net-

work to operate in a promiscuous mode, in order to overhear

neighbor packet transmissions. Such requirements make these

solutions unsuitable for resource constrained IoT nodes. Thus,

improvements in existing trust based solutions without relying

on such strict requirements must be carried out.

Hardware Security: Node tampering is one of the widely

used methods for compromising a node and reprogramming

it to perform malicious activities [49] in the network. All

the insider attacks are performed by compromising a legiti-
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mate node, which is already a part of the IoT network. An

attacker can reprogram a node with malicious functions like

decreasing rank and increasing rank. In addition, a node can

be reprogrammed in such a way that it skips checking rank

function. Moreover, node tampering may lead to shared secret

keys getting exposed. Thus, the development of tamper-proof

node design is an open research area. It may also affect many

factors involved in IoT security, and most importantly in the

prevention from insider attacks. Some authors have suggested

using TPM [68], [72] for securing IoT devices against insider

attacks. However, TPM adds an extra cost to IoT networks

and maybe infeasible for some IoT applications.

Network Security Monitoring over Encrypted Traffic: The

rapid growth in encrypted traffic is creating challenges for

security monitoring and intrusion detection. Encryption is

being used by digital business organizations as a primary tool

for securing information. Encryption not only brings security

to businesses, but it also benefits the attacker to evade detection

[110]. IoT specific IDS solutions present in the literature are

developed based on the assumption of non-encrypted traffic.

However, in the present scenario, IoT applications are using

encryption due to the availability of resource-rich hardware.

Hence this issue needs to be considered while developing

IDS for current IoT applications. Encrypted Traffic Analytics

(ETA) is one of the possible solutions that can be studied to

address this issue.

A. Potential Areas for Future Research

In addition to previously discussed issues and challenges,

we list potential research areas for upcoming researchers in

this field.

Moving target IPv6 defense: By continually changing the

IPv6 address of a device, the attacks including eavesdropping,

denial-of-service, or man-in-the-middle attack can be de-

fended. Moving target IPv6 defense mechanisms provide such

capability to devices. Lightweight moving target based defense

mechanisms for securing resource constrained devices against

targeted attacks can be explored in-depth. Also, research on

achieving resilience using temporary-private IPv6 addresses

[111] can be carried out.

Collaborative IDS: These types of IDS leverage collabo-

ration among sensor nodes and 6BR for efficient and quick

detection of attackers. Very few research works present in the

literature that focuses on the development of collaborative IDS

and can be explored further.

Defense against coordinated attacks: In the present sce-

nario, the attackers are now targeting IoT networks using

coordinated attack strategy. These attacks severely degrade

the network’s performance without being detected. Popular

IDS like SVELTE [80] are vulnerable to coordinated attacks.

Thus, an efficient attack detection and mitigation solution to

defend RPL against coordinated routing attacks needs to be

developed.

Active Learning: Data insufficiency is of the significant

problems for ML-based IDS. This problem can be solved by

active learning, which optimizes the model learning during

the training phase. This research area has recently gained the

attention of security researchers. This needs a more in-depth

study for leveraging its use in the development of IoT based

IDSs.

Encrypted Traffic Analytics: ETA utilizes network traf-

fic information that is independent of protocol details, e.g.,

lengths and arrival times of flows. These details can be used

irrespective of encrypted and encrypted traffic for security

monitoring of networks. ETA is an emerging topic in the field

of network security and can be applied to IoT security as well.

Key management: Most of the IoT applications involve unat-

tended device operation in an untrusted environment, where

nodes may quickly become the target of attackers. In the secure

mode of RPL, the nodes are pre-loaded with security keys,

which can be considered as a significant security vulnerability

due to a single point of failure. The development of scalable

and efficient key management mechanisms like generation,

management, and storage are the growing research areas

in RPL security. The exiting WSN based key management

solutions present in the literature can be improved and applied

in RPL.

Energy efficient cryptography: Traditional cryptography al-

gorithms are capable of achieving a higher level of security.

However, these algorithms are computation-intensive. Hence,

they consume many resources. Such algorithms cannot be

directly used in IoT applications because energy resources are

limited. Thus, the development of energy-efficient cryptogra-

phy algorithms to achieve the required level of security with

minimum energy consumption is an essential concern for IoT

security in the present scenario.

Security of IPv6 over the TSCH mode of IEEE 802.15.4e

(6TiSCH) networks: Recently, 6TiSCH protocol [112] has been

standardized to attain low-power, scalable, and highly reli-

able operations in industrial applications. 6TiSCH uses time-

slotted channel hopping (TSCH) MAC with IPv6 addressing

to achieve industrial-grade performance. It is integrated with

6LoWPAN, RPL, and CoAP protocols. One of the important

considerations of 6TiSCH is the requirement of node-to-node

synchronization to prevent synchronization loops in the net-

work. The attacks particular to RPL may disrupt node-to-node

synchronization, which decreases throughput and increases

communication latency. The research on the security of RPL

and 6TiSCH combination is still in its early stage and is a

potential research area for security researchers.

Addressing RPL specific flooding attacks: There is no effi-

cient and suitable solution specially designed for defending

flooding attack against RPL protocol [30]. To defend the

DIS attack, RPL parameters can be used for setting safety

thresholds in the RPL protocol. For example, DIS interval can

be used to block the neighbors who are sending DIS messages

very frequently, i.e., DIS messages are received before the

expiry of DIS interval. Outlier Detection (OD) methods can be

used to detect the neighbors (attacker) with abnormal behavior.

DIS and DIO flooding attacks can be detected using OD based

IDS. The main advantage of using OD is that these methods

impose significantly less overhead on resource constrained

nodes.

Security solutions for dynamic networks: To provide RPL

with the ability to work efficiently in a dynamic network (i.e.,
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mobility scenario), many enhancements have been proposed in

the literature. Several RPL mobility enhancements are EMA-

RPL, MoMoRo , mRPL, Co-RPL, and ME-RPL. Most of

the existing RPL security solutions like SVELTE, SecRPL,

SecTrust-RPL, and SRPL assume static network topology

and may not be suitable for dynamic scenarios. However, at

present, there are many use-cases in which RPL is deployed

in dynamic networks. Thus, the existing solutions must be

improved to make them suitable for dynamic networks. Also,

this requirement must be fulfilled by the defense solutions

which may be developed in the future.

Fog computing for RPL security: Resource constrained

nature of LLNs limits the usage of existing state-of-the-art

security mechanisms. However, in the present scenario, this

limitation may be handled by currently emerging computing

paradigms. One such emerging computing paradigm is Fog

computing, which can be leveraged for securing IoT applica-

tions. To develop security solutions based on the combination

of Edge, Fog Computing, RPL, and 6LoWPAN is a potential

research area. The resource constrained nature of LLN nodes

must also be taken care of beforehand as they demand low

complexity authentication, and low message overhead based

security solutions.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Self-organization, self-healing, global connectivity, resource

constrained, and open nature characteristics of IoT make it

the best choice for the development of applications that make

human life easier. However, these characteristics also expose

IoT to attackers targeting users’ security and privacy. The

network layer is one of the most favorite targets of attackers

in the case of wireless networks, and because most of the

IoT devices communicate using wireless medium IoT is more

prone to attackers. To support efficient routing in LLNs,

the RPL protocol has been standardized. RPL protocol is

vulnerable to different attacks, which include attacks inherited

from WSN and attacks specific to RPL. In this paper, we

presented an exhaustive study on various attacks and defense

solutions, in particular to the RPL protocol. First, we discussed

a taxonomy of attacks on RPL in which attacks are classified

based on their primary targets, including resources, topology,

and traffic. Then, a taxonomy of different RPL specific de-

fense solutions present in the literature is proposed. Various

research challenges, open issues, and future research directions

observed from the literature survey are also discussed. We

observed that the research related to defense solutions specific

to secure RPL protocol and RPL specific IDS methods is still

in the early phase and requires more attention for providing

full-fledged security to IoT applications.
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